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Introduction

The dielectric behaviors of wood depend markedly on the chemical and fine

structures as well as on the macroscopic structure of wood. The investigation

on the dielectric properties of wood, therefore, provides an important approach to

an understanding of the correlation between the properties and the structure of

wood. The purpose of this article is to make clear the mechanism of the dielectric

* Division of Wood Physics.
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relaxation processes occurred in wood and wood constituents in the dry state, and

moreover to evaluate quantitatively the magnitude of the dielectric constants of

wood in the three principal directions.

1. Dielectric relaxations of wood and wood constituents

1.1 PhenoDlenological theory

Dielectric constant and loss factor

The electric field inside a dielectric is described by the two field quantities,

i.e., the electric field strength E and the electric displacement D. If P is the

polarization of a dielectric, the correlation among E, D and P is given by D = E +
47t'P, and the static dielectric constant fO is defined by the ratio DIE. In the case

of an altering field, P generally lags behind E by some phase angle o. If E and D

are expressed in a complex form, i.e., E=Eoexp (iwt) and D=Doexp (iwt-io),

where Eo and Do are the field and displacement amplitudes respectively and w is the

angular frequency, then the complex dielectric constant (E* =E/ -iE") is defined by

the ratio D*IE*, where E/ and E// are called the dielectric constant and loss factor

respectively and they usually depend on both frequency and temperature. The

quantities E/ and E// are not independent of each other and the relation between

the two quantities is given byD

fleW) -foo=~ (00fll (x) x dx, (1.1)
7t' )0 X 2_w2

fll(W) =~(OO{E/(X) -fool w dx,
7t' )0 W2_X2 (1.2)

(1.3)

where Eoo is the dielectric constant at frequencies in infra-red region and x is an

integration variable. The integrals in these equations are principal values respec

tively. The heat W produced per unit second and unit volume in a dielectric in

an altering field is given byD

_~(_1_(2lt/'" ,aD ) _ E//E02W

W - 27t' 47t')0 E at dt - 87t' .

Thus, the quantities E/ and fll represent measures of polarization and energy

dissipation in a dielectric respectively.

The phenomenon in which f/ decreases with increase of freauency is called the

anomalous dispersion. In the dispersion region the E" curve, i.e., the absorption

curve, reaches a maximum. Figs. (1.1) and (1.2) show the plots of f./ and E// for

dry HOONOKI (Magnolia obovata THuNB.) in the longitudinal direction against

logarithmic frequency log f and temperature T respectively. The two quantities

depend markedly on both frequency and temperature. Furthermore, they depend

on specific gravity as can be seen in Table (1.1) and Fig. (1.3). The value of E/
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Fig. 1.1. Frequency dependence of fl and fll

at several temperatures for dry
FIOONOKI in L direction. (m.c.=
ca. 0.3 %. r=0.55, a: 53°e b: 36°e
c: 15°e d: - ose e: - 100 e f:
-20'e g: -30'e h: -40Se).

Fig. 1.2. Temperature dependence of fl and

fllat several frequencies for dry
HOONOKI in L direction. (m.c. =

0.3 %' r=0.55, a: 1MHz b: 300kHz
c: 100kHz d: 30kHz e: 10kHz f:

3 kHz g: 1 kHz h: 330 Hz).

of wood decreases generally in the order, L (longitudinal direction) >R (radial

direction»T (tangential direction).

Thus, the dielectric properties are generally described by E' and E", in other

words by P. The polarization P is associated with displacements of charges induced

inside a dielectric by an external field, in which there are two types, i.e., one is the

elastic displacement and the other is the displacement to another equilibrium

position. The polarization associated with the elastic displacement of charges is

termed the deformation polarization PD , which consists of the optical polarization

due to the displacement of electrons and the infra-red polarization due to the

displacement of atoms or groups of atoms. On the other hand, another polarization
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Fig. 1.3. Specific gravity dependence of f" at 1 MHz for absolutely dried woods
in L direction. (open circles and triangles: untreated samples, closed
circles: samples treated with the mixture of alcohol and benzene, a:
31 0 e b: -51 oe, 1: BALSA (Ochroma spp.) 2: KIRI 3: SUGI (Cr.YPtomeria
japonica D. DON) 4: KUSUNOKI (Cinnamomum camphora SIEB.) 5: HOONOKI
6: HINOKI 7: AKAMATSU 8: MAKANBA 9: KEYAKI (Zelkowa
seerrata MAKINO) 10: KASHI). a: f"=0.284r-0.015 (solid line) r=0.967,
f"=0.268r-0.009 (dotted line) r=0.947. b: f"=0.141r-0.0017 (solid line)
r=0.974.

Table 1.1. Values of dielectric constant at 200e and 1 MHz for absolutely dried
woods.

Specific gravity f'
Species

r
I I

L R T

0.25 1. 75

KIRI (Paulownia tomentosa STEUD.) 0.29 1.60

0.26 1. 51

0.35 2.19

0.37 1.77

HINOKI (Chamaceyparis obtusa ENDL.) 0.40 1. 75

0.53 2.48 1.94

0.54 1.88

AKAMATSU (Pinus densiflora SIEB. et Zucc.) 0.46 2.22 1. 79 1.77

HOONOKI (Magnolia obovata THUNB.) 0.48 2.49 1.91 1.77

MAKANBA (Betula maximowicziana REOGEL) 0.61 2.71 2.03 2.01

KASHI (Quercus spp.) 0.81 3.08 2.31 2.40
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IS termed the orientation polarization Po. When a constant field is suddenly

applied to a dielectric substance, the polarization occurs. This polarization process

involves instantaneously occurring polarization Pn and gradually occurring polari

zation Po. When the applied field is removed after a sufficiently long period of

time, P shows first an instantaneous reduction corresponding to Pn followed by an

exponential decay Po exp( -t/r) with time t. When t has such a value that t =r, P

must have decayed to Po exp( -1). Here, r is a quantity called the relaxation time.

In the case of an altering field the complex dielectric constant of the substance

having a single relaxation time is written as

* - EO-Eoe (1 4)
E -Eoo - 1+iwr' .

Eq. (1.4), however, can not describe strictly the dielectric behavior of substances

like wood. Therefore, Eq. (1.4) must be generalized as follows.

0.1 L
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Fig. 1.5. COLE-COLE plot for absolutely
dried western hemlock in L,
Rand T directions. (r=0.48,
T=-58°C).
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11. ~ 20~63' ·6' US
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Fig. 1.4. COLE-COLE plot for absolutely dried
HOONOKI in LR plane. (0: grain
angle, r=0.50, T= -40°C).
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* _ (00 y(r)dr
f -foo -)0 1+imr '

fO-fo:> = )~y(r) dr,

where the function y(r) is called the distribution of relaxation times.

Distribution of relaxation times

Separating Eq.(1.4) into real and imaginary parts,

(l.5)

(1.7)

(l.8)

(l.10)

time and the parameter

The distribution function

/ _ . fO-foo
f - foo + 1+m2r2 ,

fll (fo-foo)mr
1+m2r 2 •

Combining Eqs. (1.7) and (1.8) to eliminate m'r, yiels

(f/ f01foo y+f" = ( f02"foo y. (1.9)

Eq. (1.9) predicts that the plot of E" against f/ in a complex plane, l.e., the

COLE-COLE plot, gives a semicircle of radius (fo-foo) /2. However, COLE and coworker

have found that these plots for a number of dielectric substances give depressed

semicircles. Then, they have modified Eq. (1.4) by replacing the term (1 +im'r) by

Hence f*-foo fO-foo
1+ (im'ro) I-a'

where 'ro and a(O<a< 1) are the generalized relaxation

relating to the distribution of relaxation times respectively.

m(s) for Eq. (1.10) is given by2)

m(s) __1_ sin arr (1 11)
- 2rr cosh (l-a)s-cos arr' .

s=ln~ m(s)- 'ry('r) .
'ro' fO-foo

In Figs. (1.4) and (1.5) the COLE-COLE plots for HOONOKI III LR plane3)

and for western hemlock (Thuja heterophylla SARGENT) in the three principal direc

tions4) are shown. The loci in a complex plane show depressed semicircles, so that

the relaxation process of wood can be represented by Eq. (1.10). Furthermore, in

Table (1.2) the values of (fO-foo) and (rr/2)a determined from the COLE-COLE plots

for four wood species at various temperatures are listed. The value of a increases

with decrease of T, indicating that the width of the distribution of relaxation times

becomes wider with decreasing T but it appears to be independent of both species

and grain directions. On the other hand, the (fO-foo) value which represents the

magnitude of relaxation is the highest in L direction and decreases with increase of

grain angle if a comparison is made at the same temperature and specific gravity.

In Fig. (1.6) (I-a) are plotted against T.
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Table 1.2. Values of (fo-foo) and ; a for absolutely dried woods.

I
I

I fa(O)Species T D* IT (OC) fo-foo
I

-~----,-~--

I I

I I

3 I 0.63 52

I

0.48 L -19 0.61 55
I I

I I -49 0.63 62
I____~__L__~_ I

I L I
0.64 61

18 =30°**1 0.56 63
HOONOKI ' I

0.50 I 45 I -40 0.45 62

I 70 0.33 63

I R 0.28 62

I.
20 0.79 53

0.55 L
0 0.76 58

~--~-_._--_.-

L 0.66 64

western hemlock 0.48 R 0.26 61

T 0.27 61

L -58 0.84 63
KEYAKI 0.65 T 0.33 66

---------

L 0.83 64

KASHI 0.81 R 0.37 65

T 0.32 64

* Direction of measurement
** Grain angle

2.0

0.6 •
• B

0.5
J:

• ~
J:

IS' 0.4
0 0 ~1.0

I 0 If)

0 0u
0.3 oo§

~

0.2

Fig. 1.7Fig. 1.6.

I I I I

-50 0 50 100
T (Oe)

Plot of (1-a) against T for abso
lutely dried woods. (open circles:
see Table 1.2, closed circles After
NANNACy51) .

0'------L------'-----'l1J---->0--':-
4

log f (f in Hz)
Cosh-1H(O)/H(x) versus log f curves
for absolutely dried HOONOKI in
L direction. (a: T=O.55 T= -20°C,
b : T=0.48 T= -49°C).
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Fuoss and KIRKWOOD6) have reported that (IJ(s) can be calculated strictly from

7r(IJ(s) =H(s+ ~)+H(s- ~), (1.12)

H(w) = 1 (00 y(!")w!" dr.
fo-foo Jo 1+wz!"z

If H(x) can be represented by H(O)sech(a'x), where x,=ln (wo/w) , then (IJ(s) IS

given by

2H (0) cos ( a~7r )cos h (a' s)
(IJ (s) (1.13)

7r COSZ( a~7r ) +sin hZ(a/s) ,

where a' is a parameter relating to the distribution of relaxation times and H(O) is

the maximum value of H(x). Here H(O) and (fO-foo) can be calculated from

a' 2f"m
H(O) =2' fO-f"",=~, (1.14)

where f"m is the maximum value of f". The plot of cosh-1 H(O)/H(x) against logf

for absolutely dried HOONOKI is linear as shown in Fig. (1. 7)4,7). In Table (1.3)

the values of (fO-foo) and a' for absolutely dried HOONOKI are listed3,4,7). The

(fo-foo) values calculated from the sech law are slightly higher than those from the

COLE-COLE law.

Fig. (1.8) shows (IJ(ln!") calculated from Eqs. (1.11) and (1.13), and by the

following approximate methods4,8).

2 f"(IJo(In!") =- (1.15)7r fO - foo

(IJl (In !") = - d( fl - foo )/d In w,
fO - foo

(IJz(In!")=B fll (l-Idlog( f" )/dlogw l), (1.16)fO - foo fO - foo

Table 1.3. Values of (EO-foo) and a' for 0.08
absolutely dried HOONOKI.

0.55 I L I -20 I 0.29 I 0.64

0.55 L 0.22 0.75

8=30° 0.20 0.67

0.50 45 -40 0.21 0.55

75 0.21 0.38

R 0.23 0.31

~
c
~ 0.04
161

o
-7 -6 -5 -4 -3 - 2

109 "t ("( in sec)
Fig. 1.8. Distribution function of relaxation

times at -49°C for absolutely dried
HOONOKI in L direction. (r=0.48,
solid line: Eq. (1.15) open circles:
Eq. (1.16) triangles: Eq. (1.11)
crosses: Eq. (1.13».

L I -49 I 0.22 0.72

D IT caC) I a' fO-foor

0.48
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B = (l + 1mI) /2r(~ - I~I )r( ~ + I~I_),

m= d log (bl(ln 'ZO)

d log 'ZO '

where the sabscripts 0 and 2 indicate the order of approximation. As can be seen

from Fig. (1.8) a good agreement is obtained among the values calculated from

these equations.

Rate process of dielectric relaxation4,9-12)

According to the theory of absolute reaction rate the average time required

for a single rotation of dipole, i.e., the average relaxation time 'ZOo, is written as

7

N 6I
c::

...§
5~

...§
Ol
.2 4

3

3.8 4.0 4.2 41+ 4.6 4.8 5.0 X1()3

rXOK1
)

Fig. 1.9. Plots of log f m against T-l for absolutely dried woods. (open and closed
circles: HOONOKI (L), open triangles: KEYAKI (L), crosses: SUCI
(L), closed triangles: KEYAKI (T), squares: HINOKI (T».

Table 1.4. Values of JE, JH, JF and JS for absolutely dried woods.

Species

SUCI
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h (JF )
'Z"O= kT exp RT '

JF=JH-JST,

where h the PLANCK onstant, k the BOLZMANN constant, R the gas constant, T the

absolute temperature, JF the free energy of activation, JH the heat of activation

and JS the entropy of activation respectively. If m is the slope of log 'Z"O-l versus

T-l curve, JH is given by (2.303Rm-RT), in which the first term 2.303Rm is

termed the apparent energy of activation JE. Then, JS can be calculated from13)

JS = 2.303R(log ;0 -log k;; + ~ ) - R. (1.18)

Fig. (1.9) shows the plot of log fm , in which fm is the frequency corresponding to

E"m, against the resiplocal of absolute temperature T-l for absolutely dried woods.

The values of JE, JH, JF and JS calculated by Eqs. (1.17) and (1.18) are listed

in Table (1.4).

1.2 Relaxation :mechanis:m

As shown in the preceding section, a dielectric relaxation process occurs in ab

solutely dried wood. In this section, in order to make clear the mechanism of this

relaxation process the dielectric properties of wood constituents including cellulose,

mannan, xylan and lignin will be discussed.

Dielectric absorption of cellulose and hemicelluloses

The existence of a relaxation process in dry cellulose has been shown by many

workers. These workers include KRONER14), TRAPp15), MUUS16), CARKINS17), ISHIDA1S)

and MIKHAILOV19). For instance TRAPP and coworker15) have reported that

a dielectric relaxation process occurs in dry cellulose in the frequency range of 107

to lOS Hz at room temperature. MUUS16) has measured the dielectric properties of

cellophane and scoured cotton and detected two absorptions without maximum in

the frequency range from 0.1 to 100 kHz. He ascribes these absorptions to the

orientation polarization of hydroxyl group in the crystalline and noncrystalline

regions of cellulose respectively. ISHIDA and coworkers1S) have investigated the

dielectric properties of three cellulose fibers and suggested that the dipoles in the

noncrystalline region and on the surface of the crystalite provide the chief contribution

to the relaxation process since the order of the magnitude of (EO - Eoo ) for the samples

parallels that of their water vapor accessibilities. MIKHAILOV and coworkers19)

ascribe this relaxation to a movement of methylol group in the noncrystalline region.

FUKADA20 ) has determined the temperature dependence of piezoelectric, viscoelastic

and dielectric properties for dry wood. According to this author the relaxation

process occurred at about -100°C and 50 Hz results from the tortional vibrations

of cellulose molecules.
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Fig. 1.10. Temperature dependence of f'1.3

at various frequencies for dry
\Vhatman cellulose. (m.c. =0.3 %'
r=1.3, a: 1 MHz b: 300kHz c:
100kHz d: 30kHz e: 10kHz f:
3 kHz g: 1 kHz h: 300 Hz).

Fig. 1.11. Temperature depencence of f"1.3

at various frequencies for dry

Whatman cellulose. (m.c.=0.3 %'
r=1.3, a: 1 MHz b: 300kHz c:
100kHz d: 30kHz e: 10kHz f:
3 kHz g: 1 kHz h: 300 Hz).

Fig. 1.12. A mode of molecular motion for methylol group
in a glucose residue.

In Figs. (1.10) and (1.11) the E'l.3 and E1/1.3 curves for cellulose as a function of

temperature at each frequency are shown. As is observed in these figures, a relaxa

tion process occurs in the dry state. When log fm is plotted against T-l, a linear

relationship is obtained as shown in Fig. (1.26). The..::lE values calculated are about

1012) and 11.7 kcaljmole37).

Fig. (1.12) illustrates a mode of molecular motion for methylol group in a

glucose residue. ZHBANKOV2D has reported that the 0 6 atom in methylol group

has three stable posItIOns, i.e., at 80, 177 and 300 degrees clockwise from the

cis.,.position of the 0 6 and C4 atoms, and the heights of the energy barrier between

these positions are about 3 to 10 kcal/mole. These values compare fairly well with

those obtained experimentally.

On the other hand, it has been reported that two dispersions occur in the dielec

tric measurement for solution of isobutyl alcohol in viscous oil. HAFELIN attributes
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Fig. 1.13. Temperature dependence of E"

at various f requencies for dry
mannan. (a: 1 MHz b: 300 kHz
c: 100kHz d: 30kHz e: 10kHz
f: 3 kHz g: 1 kHz h: 300 Hz).

Fig. 1.14. Temperature dependence of E"

at various frequencies for dry
beech mannan. (a: 1 MHz b: 300
kHz c: 100kHz d: 30kHz e: 10
kHz f: 3 kHz g: 1 kHz h: 300
Hz).

the dispersion in the higher frequency range to the rotation of methylol group22).

This fact suggests that methylol group can be an orienting unit.

In Figs. (1.13) and (1.14) the E" versus T curves for mannan and xylan are shown.

The locations of loss peak maxima for mannan in which methylol group is present

compare fairly well those for cellulose. The JE value calculated is 9.2 kcalJmole.

This relaxation process, however, can not be detected in xylan in which methylol

group is absent. These facts suggest that the relaxation process occurred in both

cellulose and mannan· may be associated with methylol group.

Recently SAWATARI and coworkers23) have me'J,sured the dielectric properties

of triphenylmethylcellulose and cellulose acetate with various degrees of substitu

tion. They suggest that the relaxation mechanism occurred in cellulose is related

to a motion of methylol group since the absorption intensity decreases with increas

ing degree of substitution. On the other hand, it has been reported that a sim

ilar relaxation process occurs in the mechanical measurements for cellulose24 ,25).

For instance KIMURA and others have studied the mechanical properties of cell

ulose as well as hemicelluloses by means of the tortional vibratiop. They suggest

that the relaxation process occurred at -100°C and in 0.2 to 2Hz for cellulose is

due to a motion of methylol group by comparing with the results for triphynylme

thylcellulose.

Thus, from these results and the result on the relationship between dielectric
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properties and crystallinity of cellulose on which will be discussed in the next

paragragh, it may be concluded that the dielectric relaxation process occurred in

dry cellulose is associated with the orientation polarization of methylol dipole in the

noncrystalline region.

Dielectric properties and crystallinity of cellulose

If the relaxation process occurred in dry cellulose is associated with a motion

of methylol group in the noncrystalline region, then it may be expected that the

extent of the dielectric dispersion is directly related to the quantity of noncrystalline

fraction.

Numerous workers have studied the correlation between the dielectric prop

erties and the noncrystalline content for celluloses. These workers include CARKINS17),

VERSEPUT27), KANE28), ISHIDA18), PANDE29) and VENKATESWARAN30). For instance

CALKINS17) has measured the dielectric constant as a function of moisture regain for

regenerated celluloses and found a linear relationship between them. VERSEPUT27)

has measured the dielectric constant at 1 X 103Hz and 30°C for several cellulose

fibers to examine the relationship between the dielectric properties and the crystal

linity, and showed that, although the amount of the polarization is not necessarily

entirely dependent upon the quantity of noncrystalline region, a certain amount of

the polarization seems to be due to the rotational vibration of cellulose chains in

the noncrystalline region since the dielectric constant of cellulose is profoundly in

fluenced by the crystallinity. KANE28) has studied the relationship between the

intrinsic dielectric constant and the water vapor accessibility of six celluloses and

obtained the following linear equation.

I'c=8.60oA +3.88oc, at 10kHz and 30°C, (1.19)

where I'c is the intrinsic dielectric constant of cellulose, and Oc and OA are the inaccess

ible and accessible fractions, respectively. According to this equation, the dielectric

constants of the accessible and inaccessible celluloses are 8.60 and 3.88, respectively.

ISHIDA and coworkers18) have measured the dielectric constant and loss factor for

three cellulose fibers in the dry condition over the frequency range from 5 X 102

to 3 X 106Hz and the temperature range from - 60 to 20°C. They show that the

value of (1"0 - 1"00) determined from the COLE-COLE plots, which are proportional to the

concentration of dipoles contributing to the orientation polarization, increase with

increasing accessibility of the samples. VENKATESWARAN30) has investigated the

relationship between the intrinsic dielectric constant and the crystallinity index cal

culated from the X-ray measurements for cotton linters, bleached sulphite pulp and

ramie treated with various concentrations of ethylamine, and found that there is

an excellent linear correlation between them at any frequency. Thus, the dielec

tric constant of cellulose can be thought as that of a two component system, i.e., one
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(1.20)

(1.21)

component the crystalline cellulose and the other the noncrystalline cellulose.

According to the phenomenological theory of dielectrics, the dispersion mag

nitude ((0 - (000) can be written as

2 ~oo(O-Eoo=~ E"(w)dlnw,
n -00

where EO and Eoo are the static dielectric constant and the dielectric constant at very

high frequencies at which the orientation of any dipole is impossible respectively,

and (OII(W) is the dielectric loss factor as a function of angular frequency w. SILLARS3D

has derived the following relation by generalizing the DEBYE formula.

(00 (00 {( wr } Cn
Loo(lIdlnw= Loo C) l+wzrzG(r)dr dlnw=Tn,

C= 4n • (fo+2)2o~
3 3 3kT'

where

n the number of polar molecules per c.c., f-l the dipole moment, k the Bolzmann

constant, T the absolute temperature, r the relaxation time, G(r)dr=dn, respectively.

This equation shows that if (OII(W) is plotted against In w the total area under the

curve is propotional to the total concentration of dipoles. Employing this method,

NAKAJIMA and SAIT03Z) has found a linear relationship between the area under the

fll versus log (wj2n) curve and the amount of noncrystalline region estimated from

density for the low temperature dispersion of polymonochlorotrifluoroethylene.

Furthermore, they have discussed the correlation between (EO - Eoo) determined from

the COLE-COLE plots and the crystallinity for the a and [j absorptions of polyethylene
terephlalate33).

From Eqs. (1.20) and (1.21), the following relation is derived.

EO - (000 =cn. (1.22)

Here, if it is assumed that f oo is constant regardless of degree of crystallinity, then f'

is propotional to the concentration of the dipole contributing to the orientation

polarization, i.e., the quantity of noncrystalline fraction, since it is considered that

(0' is nearly equal to EO in low frequency range and that the dipoles in the noncrys

talline region make a substantial contribution to the orientation polarization.

On the other hand, PANDEZ9) has derived theoretically the following linear

relationship between E' and the volume fraction of crystallinity Oc for cellulose from

the MAXWELL relation and the GLADSTONE-DALES law.

(O'~CIOC+CZ, (1.23)

C1 =2(PC-PA) n; 1 (1+ n; 1 OPA)'

Cz= ( 1+ n; lopAr,
where n the average refractive index, Pc and PA the densities of the crystalline and

noncrystalline regions, P the average density of the substance, respectively.
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Frequency dependence of f"1.2 at - 32°C for absolutely dried celluloses.

(r= 1.2, 1: cotton 2: Whatman cellulose 3: Whatman cellulose ground

in a ball mill for 15 mins. 4: Whatman cellulose ground for 30 mins.
5: Avice! 6: Merck cellulose 7: Whatman cellulose ground for 1 hr.)

Fig. 1.15.

In Fig. (1.15) the loss factor ('"1•2 for cellulose powders shown in Table (1.5)

at - 32°C computed to the standard density 1.2 as a function of log f is illustrated.

The data show that the loss factor of cellulose I goes through a maximum at 1 X

105 Hz. The same trend is also observed in cellulose II. The ('" 1•2 value for

Whatman celluloses increases in magnitude with increasing prolonged grinding in a

ball mill, i.e., with decreasing degree of crystallinity.

In Fig. (1.16) the dielectric constant ("1.2 as a function of crystallinity index CI

for cellulose I is shown. Here, CI is calculated from34)

CI = (1002 - I A) X 100,
1002

3.6

3.4
~.

'w

3.2

30

75 80 85
Cl (%)

90

Fig. 1.16. flU versus crystallinity index curve for absolutely dried

celluloses (see Table 1.5).
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where 1002 is the maximum intensity of the (002) lattice diffraction and I A is the

intensity of diffraction in the same units at 28 = 18 degree. The equation determined

by a statistical analysis of the experimental results is shown as

E'1.2=-3.75xl0-2CI+6.33, at 1kHz and -32°C, jrl=0.973.

According to this equation, the values of the intrinsic dielectric constants for the non

crystalline and crystalline celluloses are 8.06 and 3.10 at 1kHz and - 32°C respectively.

In Fig. (1.17) E'1.2 as a function of sorption ratio SR for cellulose I is shown. Here,

SR is defined as the ratio of sorption of a cellulose to that of cotton under the same

conditions and is determined at 63.5%R.H. and 20°C since it has been reported

that humidity of 60 to 85% would be suitable for the determination of crystallinity.

Table 1.5. Values of CI, SR, (<<:'1.2) 1kHz and CW for cellulose samples.

No·1 Samples I CI (%) I SR (<<:'1.2) 1kHz I a' ICW(A,*

1 Cotton treated with 3 % HCl 88.4 1.000 3.04 0.304 69

2 Whatman cellulose 85.7 1.025 3.11 0.300 66

3 Whatman cellulose ground for 15 mins. 84.6 1.027 3.19 0.289 66

4 Whatman cellulose ground for 30 mins. 81. 7 1.119 3.30 0.279 64

5 Avice1 76.5 1.252 3.55 0.302 46

6 ~erck cellulose 75.6 1.225 3.50 0.299 44

7 Whatman cellulose ground for 1 hr. 73.8 1.326 3.49 0.274 60

8 Whatman cellulose treated with 17.5 % - 1.871 3.67 0.289 -NaOH (cellulose II)

9 Cotton treated with 3 % HCl and then - 1.873 3.68 0.280 -
17.5 % NaOH (cellulose II)

* Crystalline width CW is calculated from the (002) diffraction by using the Scherrer
equation.

3.8

/
3.6

7
230

,!::!- 3.4 0.10 r=~ ::-
(j) /(;'V)

/./

3.2 lei o~

"0.05 0'
4-

f:?
-:..~

3.0

0.8 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4
Q6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6

SR S

Fig. 1.17. «:'1.2 versus sorption ratio curve
for absolutely dried cellu10ses (see
Table (1.5».

Fig. 1.18. Distribution function of relaxation
times at -32°C for absolutely dried
Whatman cellulose. (r= 1.2, 2:
control 3: ground in a ball mill
for 15 mins. 7: ground for 1 hr.).
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Furthermore, SR is independent of temperature and relative humidity over a wide

range of the conditions35) and is related with the quantity of noncrystalline frac

tion for cellulose by FA = SR/2.6036).

Table (1.5) shows the values of Cl, SR, E'l.2, a' and the crystalline width D for

the cellulose samples used. In Fig. (1.18) the distribution function of relaxation

times (j)(s) calculated from Eq. (1.13) for Whatman cellu10ses is shown. As can be

seen from this figure, the distribution of relaxation times seems to become somewhat

wider by prolonged grinding in a ball mill. Furthermore, it is considered that the

distribution of relaxation times for cellulose II is generally wider compared with

that for cellulose I, since the value of a' for cellulose II is less than that for cellulose

1.

Dielectric properties of cellulose irradiated with gamma rays37)

I t has been reported that high energy irradiation of cellulose results in the ran

dom chain cleavage at nearly the same rate in the crystalline and noncrystalline

regions38), the formation of carbonyl and carboxyl groups as a result of oxidization39 ,

40) and the reduction in crystallinity4D. In this paragraph, the effects of gamma

radiation from 60CO (dose rate: 3.20 Mrad/hr, dosage: 0 to 321 Mrad) on the dielec

tric properties of cellulose will be discussed.

Fig. (1.11) shows the relationship between E"1' 3 (the subscript 1.3 implies specific

gravity) at various frequencies and temperature for untreated cellulose. The

occurrence of a single relaxation process is evident within the experimental tem

perature range at each frequency. As the frequency decreases, the locations of the loss

peaks move to lower temperature region with decrease of peak height. Fig. (1.19)

shows the contour diagram of E"1.3 as a function of temperature and logarithmic

frequency for untreated cellulose. As has already been discussed, this relaxation

process is associated with a motion of methylol group in the noncrystalline region.

In Fig. (1.20) the frequency dependence of ('1.3 and E"1.3 at -24°C for cellulose

irradiated with gamma rays is shown. The values of E't.3 and E"1'3 start to increase

at the irradiation levells in excess of 29 Mrad and reach a maximum at around 97

Mrad, and then decrease rapidly with increase of irradiation dosage. At the dosage

of 321 Mrad the E"1' 3 versus log f curve is very broad. The COLE-COLE plot of the

results in Fig. (1.20) is shown in Fig. (1.21). As is evident from this figure, the

COLE-COLE law can be satisfactorily applied to the data obtained in the whole range

of dosage tested. The parameters (EO -Eoo ) and (I-a) determined from Fig. (1.21)

are plotted against logarithmic irradiation dosage log D in Fig. (1.22). The value

of the increment (Eo-Eoo ) remains unchanged up to 1 X 107 rad and reaches a

maximum at 1 X 108 rad and then starts to decrease rapidly with increase of D. On

the other hand, the value of (I-a) decreases slowly with dosage up to 1 X 108 rad
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Fig. 1.20. Frequency dependence of dielectric
constant (A) and loss factor (B)
at -24°C for absolutely dried
Whatman cellulose irradiated with
gamma rays. a: control b: dosage
3.2 Mrad c: 9.6 Mrad d: 29 Mrad
e : 97 Mrad f: 321Mrad).
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O'l
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Fig. 1.19. Contour diagram of dielectric loss
factor €"1.3 as a function of tem
perature and frequency for dry
Whatman cellulose. (m.c.=ca. 0.3

%' r=1.3).

and then decreases rapidly. This result indicates that the distribution of relaxation

times becomes wider with irradiation dosage.

In Figs.(1.23)and(1.24)the temperature dependence of flll.3 at various frequencies

for cellulose irradiated at dosage of 97 and 321 Mrad is illustrated. The solid and

dotted lines in Fig.(1.23) represent the results of the samples containing about 0.3%

moisture and after drying, respectively. Comparing these results with that in Fig.

(1.11), it can be seen that the adsorbed moisture gives rise to an additional relaxa

tion process in the irradiated samples. This relaxation process, however, eliminates

completely by drying as shown by the dotted lines in the figure. Therefore, it may

be supposed that the relaxation process is closely associated with the adsorbed

water. On the other hand, the loss peak due to a motion of methylol group increases
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Fig. 1.21. COLE-COLE plots for absolutely dried Whatman cellulose irradiated with

gamma rays. (a: control b: dosage 3.2 Mrad c: 9.6 Mrad d: 29 Mrad
e: 97 Mrad f: 321 Mrad).
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Fig. 1.24. Temperature dependence of dielectric loss factor at various frequeccies
for Whatman cellulose irradiated with gamma rays at a dosage of 321
Mrad. (A: m.C.=ca. 0.3 %' B: m.c.=O %' a: I MHz b: 300 kHz c:
100kHz d: 30kHz e: 10kHz g: I kHz h: 300Hz).

III height and the location of the peak moves slightly to higher temperature range

compared with that in Fig. (1.11). At the dosage of 321 Mrad, the loss peak due

to a motion of methylol group decreases rapidly compared with those in Figs. (1.11)

and (1.23), while the peak due to the adsorbed water increases in height but it is

almost elminated by drying as shown in Fig. (1.24B).

Thus, the relaxation process due to the adsorbed water is brought about by

the irradiation. The influence of water on the loss factor for cellulose irradiated

with gamma rays is very similar to that on the (3 relaxation for polyamides and

polyurethanes42) which is suggested by· ILLERS43) to be due to a motion of water

carbonyl group complex. BLOUIN and coworker39 ) have shown that gamma

irradiation of cellulose results in the formation of carbonyl and carboxyl group and

the difference in the infra-red spectral curves of the irradiated samples from the

control curve is the appearance of an absorption band at 5.75 f1 which is assigned to

the C =0 streching band. As shown in Fig. (1.25) which illustrates the infra-red
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Fig. 1.25. Infra-red spectra of Whatman
cellulose irradiated with gamma
rays. (a: control b: 3.2 Mrad c:
9.6 Mrad d: 29 Mrad e: 97 Mrad
f: 321 Mrad).

Fig. 1.26. Frequency-temperature location of
dielectric loss factor maxima for
Whatman cellulose irradiated with
gamma rays. (fm is determined

from E"1.3 versus T curves in (a)
and (c), and from E"1. 3 versus T
curves in (b), circles: control
squares: 97 Mrad closed triangles:
the relaxation due to the orientation
of water molecules adsorved to
carbonyI group).

spectra for cellulose irradiated with gamma rays, the absorption intencity at 5.8 f1

increases with irradiation dosage. This tendency parallels that of the dielectric

absorption associated with water. As the dissociation energy for hydrogen bond

between water molecule and carbonyl group is greater than that between water

molecule and alcoholic hydroxyl group, it may be supposed that the relaxation time

for the reorientation of water molecules adsorbed to carbonyl group is longer than

that to alcoholic hydroxyl group. Thus, the relaxation process associated with a

motion of water-carbonyl complex may occur in lower frequency range compared

with that of water-alcoholic hydroxyl group complex. In this connection, it has

been reported that the relaxation process associated with the water adsorbed to

alcoholic hydroxyl group occurs at 1kHz and about - 80°C44), while that of free water

at around 15 GHz45).

In Fig. (1.26) log fm for the untreated and irradiated samples is plotted against

T-l. The values of .dE calculated from the curves (a), which are the apparent

energy of activation for a motion of methylol group, are 11.7 kcaljmole. The .dE

value for the relaxation due to the orientation of water adsorbed to carbonyl group,

which is calculated from the curve (c), is about 13 kcaljmole. This value compares

well with those of 14.5 and 13 kcaljmole for the (3 relaxation process in polyamides
42,43)
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In Fig. (1.22) the crystalline index CI and the crystalline width CW are plotted

against log D. The CI value remains almost unchanged up to 3 xl 07 rad and starts

to decrease rapidly at about 1 X 108 rad, and then falls to 9% at 321 Mrad. Similar

tendency can also be detected in the infra-red spectra shown in Fig. (1.25) in which

a broadening of the so called crystalline bands in the 7.0 through 9.5p region occurs

at 97 Mrad. On the other hand, the CW value decreases slowly with irradiation

dosage.

From these results the effects of gamma radiation on the dielectric properties

of cellulose are summarized as follows: Up to a dosage of 1 X 107 rad, no significant

change in the dielectric properties take place. Irradiation to a dosage of 3 X 107 rad

produces a slight increase in the value of (EO - Eoo) but little change in the degree of

crystallinity. This may suggest that the n.umber of methylo1 group contributing to

the orientation increases mainly in the noncrystalline region. At irradiation levels

in excess of 3 X 107 rad a definite reduction in the degree of crystallinity is observed.

And the value of (E:o - Eoo) reaches a maximum at around 1 X 108 r~d, and this may

suggest that the number of methylol group contributing to the orientation increases

both in the noncrystalline and crystalline regions. Irradiation above 1 X 108 rad

induces a rapid decrease in the value of I-a, (Eo-Eoo) and the degree of crystallinity.

This may suggest that the number of methylol group decreases as a result of

oxidization. On the other hand, by irradiation another dielectric relaxation process

occurs in low frequency range at room temperature, and it is estimated that this
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Fig. 1.27. Temperature dependence of f1l1.23 at various frequencies for MVVL.

(r=1.23, number average molecular weight Mn=2320, A: m.C.=
0.2 % B: m.c. =0.8 %).
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Dielectic absorptions if lignin47 )

Very little work has been reported in the literature on the dielectric properties

of lignin. Lignin has many kinds of polar group contributing to the dielectric

absorption.

In Figs. (1.27A) and (1.27B) the f"1.23 (the subscript 1.23 implies specific gravity)

process is probably due to the orientation of the water adsorbed to carbonyl group.

versus T curves at various frequencies for HINOKI MWL (milled wood lignin)

containing 0.2% and 0.8% water are illustrated. Furthermore, in Fig. (1.28) the

contour diagrams of E"1.23 for the same samples are illustrated. As can be seen from

these figures, two absorptions occur within the experimental temperature range at

each frequency, i.e., one occurs in high frequency range below room temperature

and the· other in low frequency range at room temperature. The absorption in

high frequency range is not affected by the addition of water, while that in low freq-

2 3 456
log f (f in Hz)

Frequency dependence of (0"1.23 for
MWL. (a: m.c.=0.2 %' b: m.c.=
0.8 %' A: T=O°C B: T= -40°C
C: T=-70°C).

Fig. 1.29.

-60 -40 -20 0
T ("C)

Contour diagram of (0"1.22 as a
function of temperature and frequ
ency for MWL. (A: m.c.=0.2 %'
B: m.c.=0.8%).
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uency range is affected remarkably by it. Fig. (1.29) shows the (;11 1,23 versus log f

curves at 0°, - 40° and - 70°C in which two relaxation processes occur at O°C in the

sample containing 0.80/0 water, i.e., one in low frequency range and the other in the

frequency range higher than I MHz, but that in low frequency range scarecely be

detected in the sample containing 0.2% water. These absorptions move to lower

frequency range with decreasing temperature. At -70°C the peak of the absorp

tion occurring in the frequency range higher than I MHz at O°C can be detected

within the experimental frequency range. Here, the plots of log fro against T-1 for

these absorptions are linear as shown in Fig. (1.30).

On the other hand, the E"1.21 versus T curves at 300kHz and IMHz for acetylated

MWL together with untreated one are illustrated in Fig.(1.31). As can be seen from

this figure, the absorption observed in untreated MWL in high frequency range

below room temperature is almost eliminated by acetylation. Therefore, it may

be supposed that this absorption is closely associated with hydroxyl groups, i.e.,

alcoholic and phenolic hydroxyl groups. In this connection, no significant change

in the absorption takes place by reducting carbonyl group of MWL by sodium boro

hydride. Now, in order to make clear the mechanism of this absorption, let us

consider the dielectric properties of three kinds of DHP (dehydrogenation polymer)

20o

B
o Q Q Q Q

00.
8

o
-80 -60

0.02

Fig. 1.31. Temperature dependence of £" at
1 MHz (a) and 300 kHz (b) for
MWL (A) and acetylated MWL
(B). (B: r=1.2l m.c.=O.l % Mn=
3090).
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Fig. 1.30. Plots of log fro against T-l for
the relaxation processes in high
frequency range (a and b) and in
low frequency fange (c) of MWL.
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log f curves in (a) and from £"
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(a) : p-coumary1 alcohol, (b): p-coumaric acid,

(c) : isoeugenol.
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Fig. 1.33. Temperature dependence of (" 1• 22 at various frequencies for DHP from

p-coumary1 alcohol. (r=1.22, Mn=607, A: m.c.=O% B: m.c.=l %' a:
1 MHz b: 300 kHz c: 100 kHz d: 30 kHz e: 10kHz f : 3 kHz g: 1 kHz

h: 300Hz).

prepared from p-coumaryl alcohol, p-coumaric acid and isoeugenol, of which struc

tures are shown in Fig. (1.32). Figs. (1.33A) and (1.33B) show the ("1,22 versus T

curves at various frequencies for DHPs from p-coumaryl alcohol containing I 0/0
and 0 % water. Furthermore, Fig. (1.34) shows the ("1'22 versus log f curves at 0°,

- 40° and - 70°C for the same samples. The dielectric properties of DHP from

p-coumaryl alcohol are very similar to those of MWL. In Fig. (1.35) the polt of

log fm against T-1 for the relaxation process in high temperature range below room

temperature in DHP from p-coumaryl alcohol is shown. The value of LIE deter

mined for the absolutely dried sample is 8.7 kcaljmole, which compares fairely well

with 9.9 kcaljmole for MWL. On the other hand, Fig.(1.36) shows the (II versus

temperature curves at 100 kHz for DKPs from p-coumaryl alcohol, p-coumaric acid
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Frequency dependence of
E"1.22 at OOG (A), -40oG (B)
and -70oG (G) for DHP
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Fig. 1.35. Plots of log fro against T-l for the

relaxation process in high frequency
range of DHP from p-coumaryI
alcohol.fro is determined from E"

versus log f curves. (a: m.c ..=O %'
b: m.c.=O.2 %' c: m.c.=l %).

and isoeugenol. The relaxation process occurred in DHP from p-coumaryl alcohol

in which methylol group is present does not occur in DHPs from p-coumaric acid

and isoeugenol in which methylol group is absent. Concequently from these results

it may be concluded that the relaxation process in high frequency range occurred

in MWL is associated with the reorientation of methylol group.

Next, let us consider the relaxation process in low frequency range at room tem

perature which is brought about by the addition of water. Fig. (1.37) shows the

frequency and temperature dependences of Ell for DHP from p-coumaryl alcohol

due to the adsorbed water only, which is obtained by subtracting the E" value for

the absolutely dried sample from that for the sample containing I % water, and the

plot of log fro against T-l for them is illustrated. The value of ..dE is 13.9 kcaljmole,

which compares well with 13 kcaljmole for the relaxation process associated with

the adsorbed water for cellulose irradiated with gamma rays3D. As the relaxation
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Fig. 1.36. Temperature dependence of E" at
100 kHz for DHPs from p-coumaryl
alcohol (a: m.c.=O %), p-coumaric
acid (b: 7=1.01, m.c.=O%, Mn=
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Fig. 1.37. A: Temperature dependence of E"

for the adsorbed water of DHP
from p-coumaryI alcohol. Dashed
lines represent the results of ice
(After SMITH & HITCHCCOK59)). B:

Frequency dependence of E" for
the adsorbed water of DHP from
p-coumaryI alcohol. C: Plot of
log fro against T-l.

process associated with the water adsorbed to alcoholic hydroxyl group occurs at I

kHz and about - 80°C44), so it may be considered that the relaxation process in low

frequency range for MWL is associated with the water adsorbed to phenolic hydroxyl

group since the force of hydrogen bond between water molecule and phenolic

hydroxyl group is greater than that between water molecule and alcoholic hydroxyl

group.

Intrinsic dielectric constants of cellulose and lignin

The dielectric constant of a substance itself is termed the intrinsic dielectric
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constant18). The intrinsic dielectric constant of cellulose has been reported by

KANE28), TRAPp15), ISHIDA18) and VENKATESWARAN30). For instance KANE28) has

measured the intrinsic dielectric constant of six celluloses using the liquid mixture

technique and found a linear correlation between the intrinsic dielectric constant

and the water vapor accessibility. The result is shown in Table (1.6). On the

other hand, TRAPp and coworker15) have measured the dielectric constant of a

mixed system consisting of cellulose, air and paraffin, and calculated the intrinsic

dielectric constant by using the LICHTENECKER-RoTHER formula. ISHIDA and

others18) have uJso measured the dielectric constant of a mixed system, i.e., cellulose

fiber, polyethylene film and air, and calculated the intrinsic dielectric constant of

cellulose fibers parallel to the fiber axes. The result for cotton sliver is listed in

Table 1.6. Relationship between accessibility A and intrinsic dielectric constant f c

of cellucloses (After KANE2S).

Celluloses I A (%) I f c

Hydrocellulose 34.0 5.49

Cotton linters 42.3 5.86

Wood alpha pulp 42.4 5.86

Bleached sulfite pulp 45.9 6.15

Cellophane 57.0 6.56

Regenerated viscose 83.9 7.86

Table 1.7. Intrinsic dielectric constant of cotton sliver (After ISHIDA et aZ. IS )

T COC) 13 MHz 11 MHz 1300 kHzl100 kHz! 30 kHz 1 10kHz I 3kHz 1 1kHz 1330Hz I fcoo*

20 4.7 5.4 6.0 6.4 6.7 6.9 7.1 7.2 7.3 4.1

0 4.4 4.8 5.2 5.6 6.0 6.3 6.5 6.7 6.8 3.7

These values at 20°C are determined by the extrapolation.
* fcoo is estimated from the COLE-COLE plot.

Table (1.7). VENKATESWARAN30) has measured the dielectric constant of three cellu

losic materials and determined the intrinsic dielectric constant by correcting to the

density 1.59. HERMANS and coworker46) have computed the two principal refractive

indices for crystalline native cellulose, i.e., 1.618 and 1.543. According to the

Maxwell's relation the square of refractive index is th~ dielectric constant at optical

frequencies, so that the values of the intrinsic dielectric constants in the two

principal directions for the ideal cellulose fiber at optical frequencies are 2.618"

and 2.381.

On the other hand, VENKATESWARAN48) has measured the dielectric properties

of woods covering a wide range of lignin contents and found that the value of dielec-
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tric constant of wood decreases with increasing lignin content. This fact suggests

that the dielectric constant of lignin is less than in magnitude than that of cellulose.

Since it is reported that there is an excellent linear correlation between the dielectric

constant E/ and the specific gravity r of lignin49), the intrinsic dielectric constant of

lignin El can be calculated from

- 1.34 (' 1) +1El--- El - ,
r

where 1.34 is the specific gravity of lignin itself5Q). Table (1.8) shows the calculated

values of (l for three wood MWLs in the absolutely dried condition. The values

of the intrinsic dielectric constants of cellulose and lignin will be employed later in

the calculation of the dielectric constant of cell wall.

Table 1.8. Intrinsic dielectric constant of MWL.

Species ITCOC)I Mkz I Mkz 1
300 kHz! 100 kHz k~z I k~z 3 kHzl1 kHzi330Hzl110Hz150 Hz

--HINOKI--rzo-T,3!}O--I- 3.97----4~1 4.07 14.11 14.15~- 4.22 I 4~24--1-4~2614.28-
I ! I f I

BUNA I 20 1

1

3.81 i 3.88 3.94 I 3.97 ! 4.01 4.04 4.05 4.07 4.09 4.12 4.13

HOONOKI I 20 I' 3.97 i 4.04 4.09 I 4.14 14.1814.21 4.25 4.28 4.3114.34 4.35
I, 0 3.87 I 3.94 I 4.00 I 4.06 , 4 . 09 I 4.13 4.17 1 4 . 20 4.23 4.26 4.28

A;~;~;~----I20-T~9-1-3~6-I~m-I---.u;6-Fl0f4.1~-16 I 4. 19 I 4.21 I 4.24 I 4-.25

2. Dielectric properties and structure of wood

If a comparison is made at the same temperature, frequency and moisture con

tent, the order of E' and (II values is generally L>R>T as shown in Table (1.1),

Figs. (2.1) and (2.2). The purpose of this chapter is to make clear the correlation

between the dielectric properties of wood and the wood structure, and to discuss

the dielectric anisotropy of wood. Section 2.1 gives an account of the grain angle

dependence of the dielectric properties for wood. Sections 2.2 and 2.3 describe the

calculations of the dielectric constants of cell wall for late and early woods as well

as for ray, and those of wood in the three principal directions. These calculations

are based on the models in which the fine structures of cell wall, the proportion and

distribution of chemical constitutions, the ratio of cell wall area to cell area, the cell

aTrangement, and the macroscopic structures such as volumes of late wood and ray,

and the annual ring curvature are taken into account. The results obtained will

yield valuable informations about the dielectric anisotropy of wood.

2.1 Dielectric properties and grain angle3,12)

Fig. (2.3) shows the plot of E' against grain angle () or <p for HOONOKI in

LR, LT and TR planes. The value of E' decreases rapidly in LR and LT planes

with increase of grain angle, while it increases slightly in TR plane. The E' (() or
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log f (f in Hz) log f (f in Hz)
Fig. 2.1. Frequency dependence of E' and E"

for absolutely dried western hem
lock in L, Rand T directions. (r=
0,48, T= -58°C).

Fig. 2.2. Frequency dependence of f" for
absolutely dried HOONOKI in L,
Rand T directions. (r=0.45, T=
-58°C) .

30 0 0
e (0)

2 I------L_--'-_--'

90 60 30 60 90 90 60 30
9' (0)

o

Fig. 2.3. fl versus grain angle curves for HOONOKI.
(r=0.51, m.c.=11.3%, f=lOkHz, T=23°C,
dotted lines: Eq. (2.1».
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ep) versus () or ep curves in the three principal planes can be expressed by the

following empirical equation.

E'(X) =~-(IE'(O) - E'(; )lcos(2x+xo) +('(0) +E'(;)), (2.1)

x =() or ep

Xo = 0 in LR and L T planes,

Xo = 0 if E' (0) >('(-t) }
in TR plane,

xo=n if ('(O)<E'(~-)

where ('(0) and ('(n/2) are the dielectric constants at () or ep =0 and () or ep =n/2,

respectively. The dotted lines in Fig. (2.3) represent the values calculated Eq. (2.1).

As a first approximation, wood may be regarded macroscopically as a mixed

body composed of cell wall substance and air in which parallel cylindrical rodlets

or square pillars of air are embedded in a cell wall substance. The average diam

eters of lumen for a tracheid and a vessel are very small as compared with the wave

length (108 to 3.2 cm) used for the dielectric measurements, so that wood can be

regarded as an orthotropic homogeneous dielectric material.

In optical frequency region a mixed body composed of two components with

different refractive indices each other shows the structural birefringence5D . The

refractive index n({)) for such a body in a given direction is given by52)

1 cos2() sin2()
n2(0) -- n2,f-+~' (2.2)

where n,f and n..L are the two principal refractive indices respectively and () is an

Table 2.1. Values of k calculated for HOONOKI at 20°C.

~:::~~ ~:~. (%) I 7. 1 II 0
~ ----1--------- ----------------

~C)__"",,~--~~!J 3x_~~ I__~_:~~ _

o 0.0173 0.0194

5 0.0173 0.0189
10 0.0167 0.0176

15 0.0166 0.0175
20 0.0172 0.0183
25 0.0160 0.0164
30 0.0157 0.0168
45 0.0144 0.0138
60 0.0124 0.0101

65 0.0121 0.0122
70 0.0119 0.0100
90 0.0112 0.0073
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angle measured from the principal axis having n,f. As it is considered that the

permiability for a non-magnetic material like wood is unity, so from the MAXWELL'S

equation the relation between f.' or f." and n are given by

f.'(w) =n(w)2(l-k(w)2), (2.3)

f."(w) =2n(w)2k(w), (2.4)

where k(w) is the absorption index. The quantities f.'(w), f."(w) , n(w) and k(w) are

functions of frequency, so these quantities should be compared one another at the

same frequency. Thus, from Eqs. (2.3) and (2.4)

l-k(O) (l-k,f) cos2 0 + (l-k.L) sin20 (2.5)
f.' (0) f.',f f.' .L .

If the dielectric constants in Land R directions, f.' L and f.'R, correspond to f.',f and

2.5

-c
W

2.0 -d4 lO.15 -e
...0

A '0'0A ...

AA
0 ...

...
0',A , , e'A '~ ... / 1.5

3 ... 0.10 0.10"'0
& A '0.. B

&&& e"
0--.. ... __

/ ~

"'w && e" w... A ,/
,/..,. AAe 'e....' ... ...&

2
.....

0.05 W0.05........
& ...._---

&

Fig. 2.5. Temperature dependence of E' and
E" at 30 kHz for absolutely dried
HOONOKI. (r=0.50, a: L b: 0=
30° c: 0=45° d: 0=70° e: R).

I 0
o 30 60 90

e (0)

Fig. 2.4. E' and E" at 20°C for HOONOKI
as a function of grain angle in LR
plane. (open circles and triangles:
m.c. = 7.1 % f = 300 kHz, closed cir
cles and triangles: m.c.=O % f =
100 kHz, dotted lines: Eq. (2.6».

0-60 -40 -20 0
T (OC)

20 40
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E'.l respectively, then the dielectric constant in the direction with a gram angle (J,

E'((J), can be calculated from Eq. (2.5). At the two limiting frequencies, fo and foo ,

at which dielectric absorptions disappear, E" = 0, then k = O.

Hence 1 cos2
(J + sin2

(J (2.6)
E' ((J) E'L E'R'

On the other hand, in the frequency range fo<f<foo , k=\=O. Then, combining Eqs.

(2.3) and (2.4) to eliminate n, the absorption index k is written as

k -E'+V(E')2+(E")2 (2.7)
E"

Table (2.1) shows the values of k calculated from Eq. (2.7) for absolutely. dried and

air dried HOONOKI. As can be seen from this table, the values of k are much

less than unity, i.e., k2<{1, and it decreases with increase of (J. Thus, from Eq. (2.3)

E'(w)~n(w)2 in the low moisture content region. In Fig. (2.4) E' and E" at 100, 300

kHz and 20°C are plotted against (J for HOONOKI containing 0 % and 7.1 %
moisture. The dotted lines in the figure show the values calculated from Eq. (2.6)

which agree well with the experimental values.

Furthermore, in Fig. (2.5) the E' and E" versus T curves at various grain angles

in LR plane for absolutely dried HOONOKI are shown.

I n this connection, putting x = V E' ((J) sin (J, y = V E' ((J) cos (J, and inserting these

y

2

o'------------'--e-A--o-D.-----X

o
Fig. 2.6. VE/(1f) for woods at various grain

angles in LR plane. (a: HOONOKI
open triangles: m.c.=7.1 % f=300
kHz closed triangles: m.c.=O% f=
100 kHz, b : formosan cypress m.c. =
air dry f = 1 MHz, c : lawson cypress
m.c.=air dry f=9.4 GHz, solid
lines: Eq. (2.8».

y

2

J€';;oL-- --'-~~-_X
o

Fig. 2.7. VE' (B) for absolutely dried HOO
NOKI at various grain angles in
LR plane. (a: f=OHz, b: f=l kHz,

c: f = 00 Hz, T = - 40°C, solid lines:

Eq. (2.8».
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into Eq. (2.6), leads to
x2 y2_

eYE'R)2 + eYE'L)2 -1. (2.8)

This equation represents an elliptic function. The YE'(O) curves at various fre

quencies for HOONOKI, LOWSON CYPRESS and FORMOSAN CYPRESS

calculated from Eq. (2.8) are compared with the experimental values in Figs. (2.6)

and (2.7). The values of YE'(O) at the two limiting frequencies are determined

from the COLE-COLE plots. As can be seen from these figures, the calCulated values

agree well with the experimental values in all the cases. Table (2.2) shows the ratio

YE'L /YE'R for absolutely dried HOONOKI which increases with increase of

temperature and with decrease of frequency.

Table 2.2. Values of -viE'L/f'R for absolutely dried HOONIKI at various te~~erai:ures
and frequencies.

~~I
,

3xW I1X 10' ' lXlO'l 3 X 10' I 3x 10' I00 1 X 105 3x 104, 1X 103 0
T COC)

20 1.13 1.14 1.14 1. 15 1.15 1.16 1.16 1.16

10 1. 12 1.13 1.14 1.14 1.15 1.15 1.15 1.16

0 1.11 1.12 1.13 1.13 1.14 1.15 1.15 1.15

-10 1.10 1.11 1.12 1.13 1.13 1.14 1.14 1.14

-20 1.09 1.10 1.11 1. 12 1.13 1.13 1.14 1.14

-30 1.09 1.10 1.10 1.11 1.12 1.12 1.13 1.14

-40 1.05 1.08 1.09 1.09 1.10 1.11 1. 12 1.12 1.13 1.14

-50 1.05 .1.08 1.08 1.09 1.10 1.10 1.11 1.12 1.12 1.14

In general E/(0, cp) at a grain angle 0 in LR and LT planes and a grain, angle

cp in TR plane may be expressed by

I cos2 0 sin2 0'sin2 cp sin2 Ocos· 2 cp (2.9)
E1 (0 ~ cp) E'L + E'R + E'T '

where 0°<0, cp<90°.

2.2 Dielectric constant of cell wall

Cell wall model

Consider now a cell model as shown in Fig. (2.8) in which micr;ofibrils of

square cross-section are uniformly distributed in an isotropic matrix. Each micro

fibril is composed of crystalline and noncrystalline regions in which molecular

chains are aligned exactly in the microfibril direction(l-direction), and they Illake

an angle 0 with the direction of cell axis (L direction). Furtheremore, assume that

the dielectric constants of crystalline and noncrystalline materials for a microfibril,

Ec and lOA, are given by
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lumen

L

A

~-,

R"f
~

cell wall 101 ': Pc
~ I'.j. 'I LL/:

ll//lillIt' :~

Fig. 2.8. A: Cell wall model. (101) plane lies parallel to lumen side. ((): average
microfibril angle, C: crystalline region, A: noncrystalline region, M:
matrix), B: Unit cell wall model. (0: volume fraction, P: length
fraction) .

ECl = Eoo 1,

EAl = Eool¢l,

(2.10)

(2.11)

(2.12)

where

ECZ=Eool- (nlZ-nZZ),

{
¢lEcl- (nlZ-nZZ) }

EAZ = EcZ ( )'ECl - nlz- nzz

where the subscripts 1 and 2 implies the directions parallel and perpendicular to

microfibrils respectively, the subscripts C and A implies the crystalline and noncrys

talline regions respectively, and Eoo and nZ are the dielectric constants at frequencies

in infra-red and optical regions respectively. Then, the dielectric constants of cell

wall in the 1- and 2-directions, ECwl and EcwZ, are given by

ECwl = PcZECl + ((PA+Pc)Z - PcZl EAl + (1 - (PA+Pc)Zl EM,

ECwZ= (1- (PA+Pc)l EM+PAEx+PCEy ,

_1_=.EA+P~+ PM,
Ex fAZ EM

_1_=PA + Pc +_PM,
Ey EAZ (CZ EM

PC+PA+PM= 1,

l:M is the dielectric constant of matrix substance, Pc, PAand PM are the length fractions

of crystalline region, noncrystalline region and matrix as shown in Fig. (2.8b)

respectively. Therefore, the dielectric constant of cell wall in the direction 8, l:cw(8),

is given by

1 COSZ 8 sinZ 8
~~-=- + (2.13)
Ecw(8) fCwl l:cwZ

If 8=8, where 8 is the average microfibril angle in wood, Ecw(8) and l:cw(90-8) give
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the dielectric constants of cell wall in Land R or T directions of wood respectively.

The intrinsic dielectric constant of cellulose parallel to fiber axis at frequencies

in infra-red region, fcoo(Oc), is written as

1 cosz Oc + sinzOc (2.14)
fcoo (Oc) fCI fcZ'

The fCI value at 20°C calculated from Eq. (2.14) by putting Oc=30° and fcoo(Oc) =

4.10 (see Table 1.7) is 4.17.

On the other hand, the dielectric constants in the 1-, 2- and O-directions for

cellulose microfibril having a crystallinity 1>, fcn, fcrz and fCf(OC), are given by

fCfl = (1- 1» fAI +1>fcl (2.15)

fCfZ=(1-V~)fAZ+V~fx, (2.16)

1 cosz Oc + sinzOc (2.17)
fCf(OC) fCfl fCfZ

1 1-V~ + V¢
fx CPlfcl - (niZ- nzZ) fCI - (niZ- nzZ) ,

where fCf(OC): (see Table (1.7)), fCl=4.l7 (at 20°C), 1>=0.68, nl=1.6l8, nz=1.543,

Oc=30°. From Eqs. (2.10) and (2.15) through (2.17), CPI, i.e., the ratio of fAI to fCI,

can be calculated. The CPI values calculated in this manner at various frequencies

are listed in Table (2.3).

Table 2.3. Values of ep1 at 20°C.

(kHz) I 3 X 103 I 1 X 103 1 X 102 I 3 X 10 I 1 X 10 I 3 3.3 X 10-1

I 1.44 I 2.03 I 2.55 I 2.90 I (3.16)*\ (3.34) I (3.47) (3.61) (3.69)

* In the frequency range higher than 30 kHz an additional dispersion, probably due to
the interfacial polarization, may be included.

Dielectric constants of matrix and cell wall

We shall now calculate fM value for the four cases. Matrix model I (in which

spherical pentosan molecules are uniformly embedded in lignin.)

ftfM3- 3fpftfMZ+ {( Ot ~opY(fp - ft)3+3fPZfl} fM - fp3ft = 0, (2.18)

fp= ~[fCI+2{fcI-(nIZ-nzZ)}J, (2.19)

PC =Voc1> , PA=Voc+om -Pc, o,+op+om+oc=l,

where fp and f, are the dielectric constants of pentosan and lignin respectively, and

Oc and 1> are the volume fraction and the crystallinity for cellulose respectively, and

at, op and am are the volume fractions of lignin, pentosan and mannan respectively.

Matrix model II (in which spherical mannan molecules are uniformly embedded

in lignin.)
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(2,20)

(2.23)

1 [ {¢lECl- (n12 -n22)}l
fm=3 ECl¢1+2EC2 fCl- (n12-n22) j

PA = VOC+O-;- - PC, Pc = VOc¢+Op ,

where Em.1~ the dielectric constant of mannan. Matrix model III (in which

spherical-spherical mixtures of mannan and pentosan are uniformly embedded III

lignin.)

ElE~3 - 3fmpElEM 2+ {( 0l+k~r(Emp -El)3+ 3E2mpfl}EM -f3mp(l =0,

EmP = ~ (2Ea - Eb + V (2Ea - Eb) 2+ 8EpEn:) ,

E = __~j>OP __ +_Em0IIl.-.-_ Eb = __ EpOm + EmOp_
a Op +Om Op +Om ' Op +Om Op +Om '

PA = V6c -Pc, PC= vac¢,

where EmP IS the dielectric constant of mannan-pentosan mixture (spherical-spherical

mixture55)). Matrix model IV (composed of lignin.)

EM=El, PA=VOC+OP+o~- -Pc, Pc=Voc¢+oP.

In Table (2.4) the EM values at 20°C and 1 MHz calculated using the constants

Table 2.4. Values of EM for tracheids in early and late woods as well as for ray.

Model I II III IV

Early wood 3.97 4.88 4.78 3.96

Late wood 3.97 4.92 4.80 3.96

Ray 3.97 4.49 4.41 3.96

Table' 2.5. Constants.

nl I[ nz I ¢

1.6181 1.5431 0.68

Eel

4.17

El

3.96

Table 2.6. Volume fractions of chemical constituents for tracheids in early and

late woods as well as for ray.

Oe I Om I op ! Ot

~E-a~-ly-~oo-d--+--O. 47:10. 1231 O. 059-~11O~34

Late wood 0.519 0.115

1

0.054 I 0.3.02

Ray 0.319 0.088 . 0.127 I 0.467

These values are calculated from specific
gravities Cre= 1.53, rm= 1.50, rp= 1.50, n=
1.34) and weight fractions of chemical
constituents.
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shown in Tables (2.5) and (2.6) for tracheides in early and late woods as well as for

ray are listed. It has been reported that mannan is closely associated with cellulose

in microfibrils but xylan appears to be located within the interstices and upon the

surfaces 'of microfibrils since the width of the (002) X-ray diffraction peak narrows

as mannan-rich hemicelluloses are extracted and xylan removal does not produce

this effect56). Hence, the EM value for the model I will be used hereafter.

Fig. (2.9) shows the dielectric constants of cell wall in the directions parallel and

perpendicular to microfibrils, Ecw! and EcwZ, versus log f curves for tracheides in early

and late woods as well as for ray. Using the average microfibril angles for a few

coniferous woods listed in Table (2.7)57) the dielectric constants of radial and tangen

tial cell wall in L, Rand T directions can be calculated from Eq. (2.13). In Table

(2.8) these values calculated are sho'Yn.

8
a

7

~ 6
(J)

5

4

T

2 3 4 5 6 7

, log 1 (finHz)
Fig. 2.9. Frequency dependence of the calculated dielectric constants of cell wall

in the directions parallel and perpendicular to microfibrils for tracheids
in early and late woods and for ray. (T=20°C, m.c.=O %' a: late wood
I-direction b: early wood I-direction c: ray I-direction d: late wood
2-direction e: early wood 2-direction f : ray 2-direction).

Table 2.7. Average microfibril angles for four coniferous woods.

(Degree) Early wood Late wood

Species Radial wall
I

Tangential wall Radial wall
I

Tangential wall

ICHII 23.5 22.0 12.9 19.7

HINOKI 35.6 12.5 4.2 8.5

KOOYAMAKI 32.5 28.5 7.3 10.8

KONOTEGASHIWA 28.2 26.2 14.2 -

Average 30.0 22.3 9.7 13.0

Average microfibril angle of ray: 45.0° (calculated value).
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Table 2.8. Dielectric constants of radial and tangential cell walls in L, Rand

T directions.

II Earl, wood I

Radial wall Tangential wall I

--~-----:: ~: ---1

1

-- :: ~: II

T 4.73 4.80

* Direction of cell wall thickness.

Radial wall I

5.23~-1

4.77 II

4.76

5.22
4.76
4.78

Ray

4.64 (4.46)*
4.64

4.64 (4.64)*

2.3 Dielectric constant of wood

In this section, by using the few values calculated in the preceding section and

by considering the ratio of cell wall area to cell area, i.e., the cell wall fraction, and

the cell arrangement, let us evaluate the dielectric constants for early and late

woods as well as for ray cell and those for wood in the three principal directions,

and discuss the dielectric anisotropy in wood in the transverse directions.

Dielectric constants of early and late woods53 ,54)

The cell aggregation in cross section of coniferous wood may be represented by

a model illustrated in Fig. (2.10). In this model R o and To are the radial and

tangential diameters of cell, L R and L T are the radial and tangential diameters of

lumen, M R or T and OR or T are the thickness and the average microfibril angle III

T

1

cell wall ~ 1 ----I
MT

0\1.--,
lumen

9T d,
'1

11-.,
MR1 9R I

I

D D
Fig. 2.10. Model of coniferous wood (cross section). (To=tangential diameter,

Ro = radical diameter, MT = thickness of tangential wall, MR = thickness
of radial wall, ()T: average microfibril angle in trangential wall, ()R:
average microfibril ang Ie in radial wall, p = (Ro - M T) IRo, q = (To
MR) ITo, d: a parameter indicating irregular arrangement of cells).
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radial or tangential wall, and p = LRfRo and q = LTfTo. In this case the dielectric

constant of a cell in L direction fu is given by

= W !fcw(OR) +fcw(OT)} + (I-W)Eu 2 Ea,

where W is the ratio of cell wall area to cell area in cross section, and Ecw(OR) and

Ecw(OT) are the dielectric constants in L direction for radial and tangential cell

walls respectively, and fa (= 1.00) is the dielectric constant of air. Here, the quantity

Ecw(OR or T) can be calculated from Eq. (2.13). The dielctric constant in R direction

for the model frr is given by

where

err = (l - q) Erl + qfr2,

_1_=~{ l+p + I- P }
frl 2 Ecw (90 - OR) ECw2'

_1_= I-p +~.
fr2 fCw2 fa

(2.24)

On the other hand, the dielectric constant in T direction for the model is given

by

when

where

where

1
0<P<2'

if O<d<p, ftt = (l - p - d) En + 2dft2 + (p - d) (t3,

if p<d< ~, ftt= (l-2p)ftl +2PEt2,

1
2<p<l,

if O<d<l-p, Ett= (l-p-d)Etl + 2dft2 + (p-d)Ep,

if I-p<d< ~, Ett=~(l-p)ft2+(2p-l)Et3,

~1=~{ l+q + l- q }
ftl 2 fcw(90-0T) fcw2'

1 1+ q + 3 (l - q) q
Et2 4fcw (90 - OT) 4fcw2 + 2Ea '

~1 = l-q +~.
Et3 ECw2 Ea

(2.26)

(2.27)

(2.28)

(2.29)

In the case of OR=OT and d=O, Err-ftt=(p-q)f(p,q), where f(p,q) is a

function of p and q. If the value of fcw is of the order shown in Fig. (2.9), then

f (p, q) >0. Thus, if p~q, frr~Ett' Putting x = LRf2MT, Y= RofTo, z = MTfMR and

y' =yfz, then p =xf (x + 1) and q = l-y'f (x + 1)· As W = 1- pq, x is written as58)

x 1+Y'~2W+V(l+;~2W)2+4W(l-W) (2.30)

Table (2.9) shows the calculated values of x, p and q. As p>q in early wood, so

frr>ftt. On the other hand, as p<q in late wood, so (rr<Ett. In the case of 0R"Z.

OT, Err(OR~OT)"Z.Err(OR=OT), while (rr(OR"Z.OT»Err(OR=OT). According to Onaka OR>

OT in early wood and OR<OT in late wood as shown in Table (2.7)57). Then, frr>
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W* 0.31
y* 1. 24
z* 1.02
x 5.56
p 0.85
q 0.81

WOOD RESEARCH No. 59/60 (1976)

Table 2.9. Values of x, p and q.

I I
I Early wood I Late wood

-------!--~--~'"--------~,-_.__._,-_.
~1----~79--~--

0.58
0.75
0.65
0.39
0.53

* Average value of five coniferous
woods (After SUZUKI60) and SAIKI50)) .

Ett III early wood and Err<Ett in late wood. In the same manner, the dielectric

constants in L and the transverse directions of wood for ray cell in early and late

wood portions, EL ray r, EL ray s, E..L ray f and E..L ray s, can be calculated.

Dielectric anisotropy in wood

Let us consider wood as a composite material shown in Fig. (2.11) which is

composed of early and late wood tracheids and ray cells. Then, the dielectric

constants in the three principal directions for such a model, EL, ET and E'R, can be

calculated by

EL=Or fOsE..Lrays+ (I-os)E..Lrayrl + (I-or) fOsEtts+ (I-os)Eml, (2.31)

ET =-----~------~'!-~-~-------- +__~ L-=-~~ , (2.32)
OsE..L ray s + (I - as) E..L ray f OsEtts + (I - as) Ettf

E/R=Or{-~~+~=~}-l+ (I-or) {~+) -os_}-\
EL ray s EL ray f Errs Err!

"0

.~
u.

u

u..
UJ

s rs

Fig. 2.11. Wood model composed of early and

late wood tracheids and ray cells.
(f: early wood tracheids, s: late

wood tracheids, rf: ray cells in
early wood portion, rs: ray cells
in late wood portions).

Fig. 2.12. Model of wood sample used for
the measurement of the dielectric
constant of wood in R direction.
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where Or is the ray cells fraction, i.e., the proportional volume of ray parenchyma

cells, Os is the late wood fraction, and the subscripts f and s implies early and late

woods respectively. Considering the curvature of annual ring (see Fig. (2.12)) the

Table 2.10. Values of dielectric constants for wood in L, Rand T directions.

d=O d=0.05 d=O.lO d=0.15
Os r fL

I I I I
fR fT fR fT fR fT fR fT

0.0 0.45 2.25 1.84 1.72 1.83 1.62 1.82 1.51 1.82 1.41

0.1 0.52 2.45 1. 92 1. 90 1. 92 1. 81 1. 92 1. 71 1.91 1.62

0.2 0.59 2.66 2.02 2.08 2.02 2.00 2.01 1. 91 2.01 1.83

0.3 0.66 2.86 2.12 2.26 2.12 2.19 2.12 2.11 2.12 2.04

0.4 0.73 3.06 2.24 2.44 2.24 2.37 2.23 2.31 2.23 2.25

0.5 0.80 3.27 2.37 2.61 2.36 2.56 2.36 2.51 2.36 2.46

0.6 0.87 3.47 2.51 2.79 2.51 2.75 2.51 2.71 2.50 2.67

0.7 0.94 3.67 2.67 2.97 2.67 2.94 2.66 2.91 2.66 2.88

0.8 1. 01 3.88 2.85 3.15 2.85 3.13 2.84 3.11 2.84 3.09

0.9 1.08 4.08 3.05 3.33 3.05 3.32 3.05 3.31 3.05 3.30

1.0 1.15 4.29 3.29 3.50 3.29 3.50 3.29 3.50 3.29 3.50

Os: fraction of late wood, r: specific gravity, d: parameter indicating irregular
arrangement of cells.

4

3
W

1.2

1.0
2

0.8 )0

0.6

1 0.4
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

Os
Fig. 2.13. Late wood fraction dependence of the calculated dielectric constants of

wood in L, Rand T directions. (f=l MHz, T=20°C).
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Fig. 14a
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4
Fig. 14b

3

2

0.2 0:4 0.6
1f

Fig. 14c

0.8 1.0

3

2

4

Q2 0.4 0.6
1)

Fig. 14d

0.8 1.0

1.0

Fig. 2.14a. Specific gravity dependence of the calculated dielectric constants in L, Rand
T directions at 1 MHz and 20°C. (d=O.lO, os=O.l, or=0.05, AB: Wf=0.12
W s=O.60 to 0.92, CD: Wf=0.44 W s=0.60 to 0.92, AC: W s=0.60 Wf=0.12 to
0.44, BD: W s =0.92 Wf=0.12 to 0.44).

Fig. 2.14b. Specific gravity dependence of the calculated dielectric constants in L, Rand
T directions at 1 MHz and 20°C. (d=O.lO, os=0.2).

Fig. 2.14c. Specific gravity dependence of the calculated dielectric constants in L, Rand
T directions at 1 MHz and 20°C. (d=0.10, os=0.3).

Fig. 2.14d. Specific gravity dependence of the calculated dielectric constants in L, Rand
T directions at 1 MHz and 20°C. (d=O.lO, os=O.4).
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4
Fig. 15a

4
Fig. 15h

1 1
0 02 0.4 0.6 08 1.0 0 02 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

if if

4 4
Fig. 15c Fig. 15d

3 3

W -w

-0
,/,

N
/1

2 2 ,,/1

'" ''11/ C
/

"/e,. T

1.0

Fig. 2.15a. Specific gravity dependence of the calculated dielectric constants in L, Rand
T directions at 1 MHz and 20°C. (d=0.15, os=O.I, or=0.05, AB: Wr=O.l2
W s =0.60 to 0.92, CD: Wr=0.44 W s =0.60 to 0.92, AC: W s =0.60 Wr=0.12 to
0.44, BD: W s=0.92 Wr=0.12 to 0.44).

Fig. 2.15b. Specific gravity dependence of the calculated dielectric constants in L, Rand
T directions at 1 MHz and 20°C. (d=0.15, os=0.2).

Fig. 2.15c. Specific gravity dependence of the calculated dielectric ocnstants in L, Rand
T directions at 1 MHz and 20°C. (d=0.15, os=0.3).

Fig. 2.15d. Specific gravity dependence of the calculated dielectric constants in L, R an<i
T directions at 1 MHz and 20°C. (d=0.15, os=0.4).
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(2.33)

dielectric constant in R direction is given by

1 ((io 1 -~ ( IE'R )
ER=~)O E(O)d(O) =-0

0
VE/RET tan-1 VE;- tan 00 ,

whereE-(~)=~~~:~+si~~~, Oo=sin~l( 4f~).

Table (2.10) shows the values of EL, ER and ET calculated from Eqs. (2.31)

through (2.33) by putting Or = 0.05, d = 0, 0.05, 0.10, 0.15, Os = 0.0 to 1.0, and by

using the values shown in Table (2.9). Furthermore, in Fig. (2.13) the dielectric

constants in the three principal directions at each d value as a function of late wood

fraction are shown. The values of EL and ET increase linearly with Os but those of ER

increase curvelinearly. The dielectric constant is almost independent of d in L

and R directions but depends very markedly on d in T direction. The intersection

point of the ER and ET versus Os curves moves to higher Os value with increase of d.

In Figs. (2.14) and (2.15) the theoretical dielectric constant curves in the three

1.00.4 0.6 0.8
~

0.2

2

3

2

1 '----'-----'-_--'-__-1--_--1

o1.004 0.6 08
If

0.2

2

3

2

Fig. 2.16. Specific gravity dependence of E' at
1 MHz for absolutely dried wood.
(solid lines: calculated values
d=O.lO os=0.2 of=0.05, circles:
HINOKI triangles: AKAMATSU
(experimental values».

Fig. 2.17. Specific gravity dependence of E' at

100 kHz for absolutely dried wood.
(solid lines: calculated values
d=O.lO os=0.2 of=0.05, circles:
HINOKI triangles: AKAMATSU
(experimental values».
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principal directions at 1 MHz and 20°C as a function of specific gravity are shown.

In these figures the curves AB and CD represent the constant W f dielectric cons

tant curves (AB: W f =0.12, CD: W f =0.44, W s=0.60 to 0.92), and the curves AC

and BD represent the constant W s dielectric constant curves (AC:Ws=0.60, BD:

W s=0.92, W f =0.12 to 0.44). In Figs. (2.16) and (2.17) the theoretical dielectric

constant values at 1 MHz and 100kHz and at 20°C (d=O.lO, os=0.2, or=0.05) are

made a comparison with the experimental values.

From these results it is considered that the anisotropy of dielectric constant in

the transverse directions depends on the average microfibril angle, the late wood

fraction, the cell form (p and q), the curvature of annual ring, the cell wall fraction,

the cell arrangement (d) and so on, and above all it is remarkably influenced by

both the late wood fraction and the cell arrangement.
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